Electronic Data Acknowledgement Form

The Marin County Flood Control District (District) has attempted to verify the accuracy and applicability of the electronic data provided herein which were developed in June 2019. The District assumes no liability for any errors, omissions, or inaccuracies in the information provided regardless of how caused. The District also assumes no liability for any decisions made or actions taken or not taken by the user of this information in reliance upon any information or data furnished hereunder.

The electronic data provided is provided on an “as is” basis and as available basis, without warranty of any kind, express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, non-infringement or other warranties, conditions, guarantees or representations, whether express or implied.

The District hereby disclaims any representation or warranty that the provided data will meet your needs, expectations or intended use, or that the provided data will be error free, or that non-conformities can or will be corrected.

Data provided by the District:

PDF (8 sheets) of topographic survey results completed by GHD Inc. for the Marin County Flood Control & Water Conservation District as part of Santa Venetia Levee Survey Project
BASIS OF BEARINGS:
The basis of bearings for this survey is CCS Zone 3, NAD83 (epoch 2010.00) as determined by GPS fast-static ties to CORS stations, DG8210 - P261, DO2389 - TIBB, and DI1085 - P1085.

BENCHMARK:
The vertical datum for this survey is NAVD 88 as determined by the above fast-static ties.
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